
SPINNER WASH SYSTEM
C L E AN I NG  &  S AN I T I Z I N G  S Y S T EM
INTERIOR TRAILER WASHOUT



The InterClean trailer washout system combines a user-friendly, durable machine design with 
automated reporting to ensure your fleet is always clean, sanitized, and in compliance with current 
rules and regulations. 

Using a customizable design that can be configured to meet site specific needs, this wash system 
can be installed on a dock or on a self-contained, movable stand allowing it to wash the interior 
of trailers or containers. The machine can be equipped with an auto-start feature to eliminate the 
need for an operator. Simply back a trailer up to the dock or stand and the machine will launch 
automatically. The wash, rinse, and sanitizing cycles can be completed in as little as two minutes for 
a typical trailer.

Lowers the time, cost, and potential safety risks of employees manually 
cleaning trailers

 » Cart can be remote control or manually operated.

 » Data logging and reporting allows users to obtain regular reports identifying 
date and time of cleaning specific assets.

Simple, rugged, dependable design

 » Stainless steel frame is both durable and corrosion-resistant, stainless steel 
ramp bridges gap between machine and trailer.

 » Solid 20-inch diameter four-wheel-drive guide wheels keep machine straight 
when moving forward and in reverse; stainless steel axle. 

 » Low-speed, high-torque hydraulic drive motors.

 » Drive mechanism automatically aligns with the trailer and can overcome 
obstacles in its path.

 » Stainless steel constant tension hose reel supplies utilities to washer.

Upper and lower spray bars

 » Nozzles each spray 1.2 gpm @ 1200psi. 

 » Clean trailer floor and lower walls with detergent on the entrance pass and 
sanitizer on the return pass.

 » High pressure from lower spray bar helps to push water out of the trailer 
bed on the return pass.

Clean & sanitize in two minutes with high-pressure, low-flow fresh water 

 » Cycle time: 2 minutes.

 » Floor and side wash cycle (soap cycle).

 » Floor and side rinse/sanitize cycle .

 » High-pressure pump provides 1200 psi;  
using 80 gallons of water (est.).

 » Powerful cleaning mechanism easily 
dislodges debris.

OVERVIEWOVERVIEW

FEATURESFEATURES

Trailer washouT CarT is housed on a fixed heighT 
plaTform aT The edge of a loading doCk ThaT The 

Trailer baCks up To meeT.

FIXED POSITION, FIXED HEIGHT

washouT CarT is housed on a VerTiCally 
adjusTable plaTform, insTalled in a fixed loCaTion 

ThaT The Trailer baCks up To meeT.

FIXED POSITION, ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

sysTem is housed on a VerTiCally adjusTable 
plaTform insTalled along a TraCk allowing iT To 

moVe laTerally To meeT The Trailer.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT AND POSITION

BASE CONFIGURATIONSBASE CONFIGURATIONS

In 2018 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
finalized the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) 
which included a rule for the Sanitary Transportation 
of Human and Animal Food. This rule raised the bar 

for the cleaning and sanitation of trailers used in 
the process of hauling human and animal food by 

requiring demonstrative records of cleaning. 

The InterClean Interior Trailer Wash System is 
designed to effectively clean and sanitize trailers to 
ensure compliance with the law while minimizing 
operator inconvenience and cost associated with 

compliance.

DID YOU KNOW

UTILITY REQUIREMENTS
WATER
 » Minimum 1” @ 30-50 PSI

ELECTRICAL
 » 460v 3 phase,  40 amps
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